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Let K be a finite cellular subcomplex of a piecewise-linear (com-

binatorial) n-manifold, Mn, and let N be a regular neighborhood of

K in M".

Lemma 1. K is contractible.

Proof. That K is homologically trivial is an easy application of

Cech homology theory. We prove iriiK) = 1. There is an «-cell B such

that KCBaCBCN. There is a retraction <j>: N^>->K. Let ^=</>|P.

Then ipt: 7Ti(P)—>7Ti(f£) is an epimorphism. Since tti(P) = 1 we have

7Ti(i£) = l. The proof is completed by an appeal to the Hurewicz

theorem.

Lemma 2. dN is a homotopy in — \)-sphere, k^3.

Proof. Since K is contractible, so is N. Thus, if x0 is any point of

N°, TiiN — Xo) = l. N—Xo is homeomorphic to N — K and there is a

retraction of N—K onto dN. Hence, l=ir1(N — xt)=Tri(N — K)

= TiidN).

By giving a duality argument similar to that found in [3, Proposi-

tion 1.1, p. 152] we can prove that dN is an homology («— l)-sphere.

Consequently, the proof is complete.

Let us denote the «-dimensional generalized Poincaré conjecture by

PC(w) (see [4], [5], and [7] for proofs) and let Cell(w) denote the con-

jecture : N is an «-cell. Then we have the following theorems, the proof

of the first of which is essentially that given for Proposition 1 of [2].

Theorem 1. PC(«-1)+PC(«) implies Cellin).

Theorem 2. Cellin) -f-PC(re) implies PC(w-l), «è5.

Proof. Let Sn_1 be a piecewise-linear closed (w — l)-manifold which

is a homotopy (w —l)-sphere. Let B be an (« —l)-simplex in 2 and

let P = S — P°. P is a contractible (w — 1)-manifold whose boundary is
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an (n — 2)-sphere. All we need demonstrate is that F is an (n — l)-cell.

Since F iscontractible, FXlis also. Hence, 2(FXl) isahomotopy

«-sphere so, by hypothesis, 2(FXI) is an w-sphere.

Now 2(FXl)-d(FXl)=Dl'UD2 where Z\ is (FXI)0. Z»i is con-

tractible and 1-connected at infinity and dimension of Di = n^5.

Consequently, Di = £" [ó]. Thus, D2 = FXI is cellular in 2(FXI)

= Sn and the regular neighborhood of FXI in 2(FXI) is, by hypoth-

esis, an «-cell. However, this regular neighborhood is homeomorphic

to FXI. Hence, FXl = In and d(FXl) =2F=Sn~\ By the general-

ized Schoenflies theorem [l], F is an (n — l)-cell.
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